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§ 13. Numerical Study of Divertor Plasma Flow 
Watanabe, T., Uchida, T. (Kagoshima Univ. Sci) 
In order to study quantitative dynamics of high 
heat flux along divertor field lines, a computa-
tional scheme is developed based on ne·w numer-
ical scheme HIDM (Higher order Implicit Dif-
ference Method).[1] 
Plasma flow in scrape off region is analyzed 
with the simplified 1-D model shown in Fig.l. 
Plasma flow is assumed to be sytnmetric, and the 
stagnation point is chosen as a origin ( x = 0) of 
the coordinate system. Influx of heat and par-
ticles from core plasma exits around the stag-
nation point. Divertor plate is closed by baf-
fle plate and strong pumping system for neutral 
atom is assumed to be installed in the divertor 
room. Plasma dynatnics is described by two fluid 
equations and neutral atom is treated by a diffu-
sion equations. The diffusion coefficients ( = Do) 
has spatial variation corresponding to the pres-
ence of baffle plate. Inelastic collisions between 
plasma and neutral atoms are included. Model 
equations are given as follows. 
8x 2 Eo 
(8) 
where, P( x) represent the pumping effect for 
neutrals, and SP, Se, Si represent particle, elec-
tron heat , ion heat influx from core plasma. ai, 
O:r, we 1 w i 1 e e' e i represent the effects of plasma 
and neutral atom inelastic collisions. Time evo-
lution of this system of equations are solved by 
HIDM. 
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